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The Czech Provincial Reconstruction Team: Civil-Military Teaming in Logar Province
The that the cooperation between defense and foreign ministries is to our mutual satisfaction, even thousands of kilometers behind the borders of our country." 1 In addition, the Governor of Logar Province Atiqulláha Ludin described the PRT's efforts as highly essential to Afghan success:
You have a good reputation in our country since the days of Czechoslovakia. With your soldiers that we use professionally, working with them is good. I hope that the Czechs will be able to continue to work together and that we will help in the future. I have got big plans for the reconstruction of the economy of the Province. We would like to particularly focus on the repair of roads, bridges and rehabilitation of agriculture, especially beekeeping. I believe that when once you leave here, people here will say that the Czechs are good people. 3
The common strategic approach of both civilian and military efforts within the International Community is to "Afghanisize" all areas of security and governance. This policy aims to develop accountable and transparent Afghan institutions at national and provincial levels, develop the national economy, and create a functional local security force. As an active civilian and military player in the long-term stabilization of Afghanistan, the Czech Republic focuses on three core areas for its institution building operations in the Country: promoting good governance and the rule of law, reconstructing and expanding the economy, and developing and strengthening security.
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Crucial to success in the NATO "Transition" strategy is the establishment of a capable and legitimate government as well as the existence of a functional justice system. Government support is an integral part of the Czech Republic development programs which currently provide infrastructure and equipment for government and judicial authorities, expanded educational programs, and material and training for security forces. Through the framework of existing programs and the deployment of the Provincial Reconstruction Team (PRT) in Logar, the Czech Republic became intensely involved in directly advising the provincial government by deploying reconstruction experts to work side-by-side with Afghan officials from 2010 -2012. 4 Czech PRT Efforts to Date
In the Czech approach, reconstruction and development are closely connected in building government capacity, infrastructure, and security with an emphasis on the diversification of actors. Rebuilding the country is an integral part of the overall stabilization of the security environment, and sets the conditions for overall economic development. Therefore, the Czech Republic is focused on supporting all these areas 4 through numerous efforts that include Provincial Reconstruction Team operations and additional development activities through the "Foreign and Development Cooperation and Humanitarian Assistance" bilateral contributions to the Afghan government's programs that promote economic development.
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The main objective of the PRT in the midterm (through the first half of 2013) will be to lay the foundations for sustainable political and economic development that connects the people of Logar province to central government in order to complete the process of transferring all responsibility to our Afghan partners. To achieve this goal, the continuing focus of Czech PRT reconstruction activities will be to work in conjunction with the U.S. Agriculture Development Team (ADT) on infrastructure improvements so that people of the Province will have access to basic services through providing medical equipment, school buildings, administrative buildings for the provincial government, along with advisors for the district offices and police stations. These parts of the program have been successfully launched and were essential for success by the end of 2012, with continued efforts with through 2013 to reinforce success through additional reconstruction funding.
An integral part of success in the Province is developing the energy network and resolving energy shortages. The Czech PRT does not have a budget that would allow active involvement in solving this problem, but the PRT supplies expert advice to Afghan officials in the preparation of roads and buildings by finding alternative, noncomplex temporary solutions in the case of energy security. These solutions include solar energy, water resource analysis for the possible construction of small hydroelectric power projects, repair of existing water works and exploration of wind energy.
Based upon the PRT's expert advisor recommendations, the majority of programs are focused on the recovery and use of water resources.
A fundamental condition for the future success of the Czech PRT in Logar is to "Afghanisize" the planning and management of infrastructure projects. Key to building confidence in the Afghan government is that the projects must be presented to local
Afghans as aid and assistance coming from their own government. All projects are therefore coordinated with both the provincial government and local community leaders, There are several possible solutions for putting Afghan officials in a lead. First, the Czech PRT must identify the sectors which are suitable for transfer of responsibility of the Afghan government as a first step for this test program. Second, the relevant 6 provincial ministry will get the chance to design and implement the project according on its own. Based on the result produced by the Afghan leaders, the PRT experts can assess the possibility for full transfer of responsibility on a project by project basis.
However, so far these three steps have not been very successful. Finally, a short-term solution could be to encourage greater media coverage of local government activities and decisions by officials. When the media informs the people of the success stories of their government, they build support for the government as they develop the credibility and need for an independent media. In all, actions such as these will remain key elements of the governance improvement programs of the Czech PRT.
At present, the Provincial Government lacks the capacity to design and manage its own projects. Government leaders propose the projects they would like to implement, after which the PRT experts perform a complete project assessment, document findings and select required contractors. In this system, the Provincial Government has only a consultative role because it has no management or funding responsibilities, and project supervision is handled by the PRT who also verifies its completion through a Czech In all, effective coordination for PRT activities should occur prior to each national team's deployment and initiation of activities in order to avoid fragmented efforts and to achieve greater success in helping Afghan officials and people across the province.
This is not a criticism of the efforts of PRTs in other provinces which have done a tremendous job under challenging conditions. However, there is an overall need for unified coordinated development strategy from the local through national levels. This will result in more efficient infrastructure reconstruction, better use of funds, and will ultimately improve Afghan governance and organization from national through district levels --a major element of overall success in Afghanistan.
At the local level, activities by the Logar PRT were coordinated with those of the EU who was also operating in the Province. On the basis of the EU's long-declared intention of supporting Afghanistan on its way to security, stability and prosperity, and in light of the deteriorating situation in the country, the EU approved plans to enhance the building of Afghan state capacity. The EU focused on areas in which its capacity building could bring added value such as improving communications between the national government and citizens, training government officials, fighting corruption, training the Afghan National Police, revising electoral legislation, strengthening the capacity of local governance, promoting human rights, and improving agriculture. The
Czech Republic is coordinating efforts with these EU programs in areas of mutual interest. Many of these areas are compatible with the priorities and activities of Czech efforts, and the PRT has considered requesting the use of European Commission funds for cost-sharing in mutual development projects.
Sustaining Success
Recently, there has been a significant increase in the development activities sponsored by the Czech PRT and numerous improvements in collaborating with and building the management and leadership capabilities of our Afghan partners. To continue this successful effort, it was necessary to ensure that sufficient funding was available for ongoing projects and new projects that can be completed before the end of The first pillar of improving security and developing good governance is enabled by PRT programs focused on building effective security, upgrading leadership and administrative skills, and increasing participation by provincial authorities in the preparation and implementation of development projects. These efforts ensure that provincial authorities increasingly think and decide on their own without outside support, and that the PRT civilian experts are counseling and mentoring their counterparts rather than planning projects for the Afghans. All of these actions are building toward a successful transition where the Afghans themselves will determine their own future, as the PRT will tailor their efforts to provide Afghan local leaders with the support and counseling needed to lead effectively in the Province. Supporting the growth of an independent media and educating the population on the government efforts are also integral parts of Czech provincial support. PRT efforts in this area include establishing expanding independent radio stations, expanding community radio support, and supporting the provincial branch of the state radio "RTA,"
through technical equipment and financing of carefully selected media campaigns. In addition, education and information campaigns through the local media are an important tool for communicating success and progress to the rural people, so PRT efforts to expand the local media's capabilities through better transmission equipment which will broadcast across Logar Province and also into Pansir were also essential improvements. Finally, rebuilding a local branch of the Ministry of Culture in which the provincial government is linked into training and utilizing local media was an important 14 contribution by the Czech PRT in building the overall Afghan government capacity to communicate effectively with its own people.
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For essential services, the PRT's efforts mainly focused on the restoration of education programs and school facilities, providing small infrastructure projects and equipment to support medical operations, and expanding transportation infrastructure projects like bridges and secondary roads. An integral part of these activities is community-based projects such as a playgrounds or libraries that benefit all members of the community and improve the life of young Afghans. Support to the Province in sponsoring and accomplishing these projects will continue to be governed by the basic principles which include seeking long-term solutions, ensuring sustainability and participation by the beneficiaries in the local community, transparency, and close cooperation with major donors. Using this approach will avoid the problem of creating parallel (Czech) structures to the Afghan government, and these projects are in areas where the PRT has available expertise to support projects based on Afghan identified needs. 10 To promote economic development, the PRT focused on water management projects in the traditional Karez water system and reconstruction of the water supply system in the Khoshi district. As in most of Afghanistan, water is essential in Logar
Province to ensure the overall agricultural livelihood of the population. After the completion of these projects, people no longer had to go to their local springs for water as they had water available in their homes and businesses. The system was designed by Czech civil engineers as a continuation of a local source of repairs to Karez irrigation, but the project was based upon an identified, critical need by Afghan officials. In all, the ability to provide security limits the PRT's overall civil-military effectiveness. A Czech Special Report noted that "With their small complement of troops and limited armament, PRTs were extremely vulnerable, if they were not colocated with Coalition combat units." 15 Additionally, the first commander of the Czech PRT said to an Afghan counterpart: "We came to your country to help your government in building better conditions for your life. We don't want to kill anyone, but we have enough power to forcibly defend ourselves if necessary." However, this reduced structure will not sustain full PRT reconstruction activities as in the past. The biggest risk will be to maintain a feedback system that can help monitor how funds will be and are being used. An alternative method would be to include a team of budget experts to oversee funding for projects and teach Afghan counterparts. In terms of feasibility, it is reasonable for the Czech Republic to keep a sufficient number of people in Afghanistan to implement this strategy, but it will be difficult to monitor Afghan corruption and the accomplishment of projects. better for all participating organizations. In terms of being a valuable strategic contributor, the Czech Republic has proven itself to be a reliable partner in the NATO alliance with a proven ability to contribute significantly towards joint operational success.
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